Introduction
A number of studies on the atmospheric turbulence have been done from the various points of view, for instance, in relation to the structure of itself, diffusion of contaminants, transport of heat, momentum, and others and effects on buildings and structures.
Some results of the studies on structures of turbulence have been reviewed, for instance, by Lumley and Panofsky (1964) and Haugen (1972) . Now, we concentrate our discussion on the correlation and the spectrum of atmospheric turbulence. Previous studies on them are mostly connected to autocorrelation and time spectrum obtained from temporal variations of wind velocities at one point. On the other hand, the studies on the space correlation and spectrum are quite few. The space correlation and spectrum in a longitudinal direction can be approximately estimated with the aid of Taylor's hypothesis of the frozen turbulence. But, in order to investigate those of the lateral direction, wind velocities should be directly measured at many points along the line perpendicular to mean wind direction. Much labor and large numbers of anemometers necessary for measurements impede increasing of the knowledges on lateral structures of atmospheric turbulence. We have been studying the spatial structures of boundary layer turbulence in high wind conditions. Some results of investigations on lateral space structures of turbulent winds were already reported in terms of space correlation, coherence and so on (Shiotani and Iwatani (1971 , 1976 ), Iwatani (1977 ) from the wind data which were measured at the height of 41.5m at the coast of Satoura in Naruto city in high wind conditions. The present paper deals with the spatial structures in terms of space correlation and space spectrum in lateral direction from the same source of data at Satoura. For the present, it seems that they are varid materials for the study of lateral space spectrum. In order to obtain the lateral space spectrum, a functional form of lateral space correlation will be studied first.
Investigations of space correlations of the atmospheric turbulence are few except those by Cramer (1959 ), Panofsky (1962 , Choi (1971) , Shiotani and Iwatani (1971, 1976) , Mitsuta (1976) and Duchene-Marullaz (1976) . Especially, studies on space spectrum are very few. Lumley and Panofsky (1964) also deals with it briefly, but it was not one obtained directly from measurements of atmospheric turbulence. Mitsuta (1976) showed the mean square values of various Fourier components obtained from wind velocities at 25 points with mutual separations of 30m at the height of 15m. These investigations could give us some knowledges of the spatial structures of turbulence, the characteristics of which are disclosed only unsatisfactorily. In the present paper, we attempt to depict these characteristics.
Lateral space spectrum S(k) (k being a wave number) can be obtained as the Fourier transform of lateral space correlation R(*) which is a function of lateral separation * in a horizontal plane. Practically, we use correlation of velocity fluctuations between two points with separation * though lateral space correlation should be obtained with ensemble mean. The following relation holds between S(k) and R(*); where u2 is the variance of turbulent velocities. If a functional form of R(*) is given, S(k) can be determined.
A model of lateral space correlation
Lateral space correlation is given in terms of coherence Coh(n, *), phase * (n, *) between two points with lateral separation * and power spectrum F(n) as follows (Shiotani (1970 ), Iwatani (1977 given. In the present paper, the following experimental expressions are adopted. Davenport's spectrum is used as F(n), which is written as follows (Davenport (1968) );
where *=nL*/ U, L*=*3U/np, and U is mean wind velocity at the height of * and np is the peak frequency, respectively. Peak frequency np is often treated in non-dimensional form fmax= np*/U.
The following formula is adopted here
Coh(n, *) can be expressed as follows (Shiotani and Iwatani (1971) );
where k* is decay factor and the following form was given by Naito and Kondo (1974) and Iwatani (1977) ;
The constants c and p have the numerical values nearly equal to 14 and 0.45, respectively (Iwatani (1977) ). From the result obtained by Shiotani and Iwatani (1971) , *(n, *) between two points along the line perpendicular to mean wind direction is derived as follows; Substituting Eqs. (3), (5) and (7) into Eq. (2) and computing numerically, the lateral space correlation R(*) can be obtained as function of lateral separation *.
In this model, the influences of the averaging time and the sampling duration should be taken into account in relation to the upper and the lower limits of integration of Eq. (2). Ogura (1957), Kahn (1957 ), Pasquill (1962 and others showed that averaging over time intervals s and sampling for finite time t modify the contribution of a given frequency n to total variance in such a way as the following band-pass filter; In the present model, the spectrum is influenced by sampling duration and averaging time. These effects will be discussed in the next section.
The results shown in this section are related to the case of sampling duration of 780 sec and averaging time of 1 sec.
Mean wind velocity is taken as 20m/ sec. Lateral space spectrum obtained with above method is shown in Fig. 2 . The peak wave number is about 0.025m-1.
It corresponds to 250m in terms of wave length. Longitudinal space spectrum as obtained from Davenport's spectrum (Eq. (3)) under frozen turbulence assumption is shown in Fig. 2 for comparison.
The peak wave number of longitudinal space spectrum is about 0.0078m-1 which corresponds to about 800m in terms of wave length. The ratio of peak wave number of lateral space spectrum to that of longitudinal one is nearly equal to 3.2.
4. Effects of sampling duration and averaging time on lateral space correlation and spectrum
As mensioned above, it is possible to estimate the influences of sampling duration and averaging time as shown in Eq. (9). Shiotani (1970) estimated these influences from his model which is different from the present one in decay factor and the phase angle. He adopted the constant decay factor and the non-zero phase angle, that is, he virtually treated the space correlations along an oblique direction to the mean wind direction. The computed results of these influences from the present model are shown in Figs. 3 and  4 respectively. Fig. 3 shows the results for two sampling durations and for the given averaging time of 1 second. Practically, lateral space correlations are little influenced by sampling duration, and no significant difference can actually be found between correlations of 300 and 1,800 seconds. In Fig. 4 the effects of averaging times are shown for the given sampling duration of 1,200 seconds.
The figure shows that averaging time has an appreciable influence on lateral space correlations, in particular, in rather small lateral distance.
These results have similar tendency with Shiotani's though the detailed comparison cannot be made as both results are given under the different conditions.
Their effects on lateral space spectra are shown in Fig. 5 . In this figure, the effects of sampling durations are shown for the given averaging time of 1 second, and these of averaging times are shown for the given sampling duration of 1,200 seconds. As expected from their effects on lateral space correlations, sampling durations more than 300 seconds have effects of little significance, but averaging time has appreciable effects. The effects are prominant for higher wave number. Peak wave number of space spectrum varies a little with increasing, averaging time when it becomes more than one second, that is, peak wave number becomes smaller with increasing averaging time. It seems that averaging time must be less than 1 second at the height of 40m for reliable Fig. 6 Weighting functions defined as the ratio of lateral space spectrum for the finite averaging time to that for sufficiently small averaging time (solid line), together with those for longitudinal space spectrum obtained with the aid of frozen turbulence assumption (broken line).
estimate of peak wave number of lateral space spectrum.
The effects of the averaging time can be represented with the ratio of lateral space spectrum for finite averaging time to that for the zero averaging time, in actuality, for the sufficiently small averaging time. The ratios, which may be called the weighting functions, are obtained under the conditions of mean wind velocity of 20m/sec and the height of 40m as function of wave number as shown in Fig. 6 The gust factor G is given by Eq. (18). Accordingly, when the functional form of S(,c) is given, the gust factor G can be computed from above Fig. 7 Empirical formula of lateral space spectrum (11) with constants k0=0.021 and h=0.33, together with the computed one. equations. Using functional expression (11) of S(k), G is obtained as function of lateral distance l as shown in Fig. 8 . In this computation, L is taken as 4,900m.
In longitudinal direction, L is equal to 15,600m (mean wind velocity * sampling duration=20m/sec*780 sec), but in lateral direction, it is reasonable that smaller value of L, namely 4,900m, is adopted because the ratio of the longitudinal scale related to peak wave length of spectrum to the lateral one is about 3.2. In Satoura wind data, the intensity of turbulence is 0.07 for the wind from the sea in the range of mean wind of 7-24m/sec, and in these cases the gust factors are nearly equal to 1.2 for the averaging time of 1 second. Roughly estimated, the averaging time of 1 second corresponds to lateral averaging distance of 6.25 m, as similar to estimation of L in lateral direction. According to the present computation, the gust factor is nearly equal to 1.2 for the averaging distance of 6.25m. This result is closely agree to that directly obtained from Satoura wind data.
Lateral space spectrum of vertical velocity
The lateral space structures of vertical velocity have scarcely been investigated.
It is very difficult to obtain the lateral space spectrum of vertical velocity for lack of data on lateral space correlations.
In order to estimate very roughly the peak wave number of the lateral space spectrum of vertical velocity, however, the data shown by Shiotani et al. (1978) have been analyzed in more detail. The results are shown in the supplement in this section.
Mainly basing on the data shown by Shiotani et al. (1978) , the peak wave number of the lateral space spectrum is estimated as stated in the followings. Lateral space correlation of vertical velocity R*(*) was computed by the similar way to the model connected with Eq. (9) in section 2. Eq. (9) is transformed as follows;
responds to the correlation coefficient between the variations in the same phase at individual frequency n at two points separated by the lateral distance of *. Normarized cospectrum Nco*(n, *) is roughly expressed in the followings as shown in the supplement in this section.
Nco*(n, *) =exp(-k*' n*/U)
And then, parameter k*' is approximately expressed as follows; k*'=0.8*1*1
The spectrum F*(n) is given by Busch (1972) as follows;
where q and f* , max are the constants.
In Satoura wind data, which are obtained at the height of 41.5m under the high wind condition by the Gill anemometers, the constant q is nearly equal to 5/3 and f* , max is equal to 0.35 (Shiotani et al. (1978) ).
Lateral space correlation R*(*) was computed from Eqs. (19), (22) and (24). The result is shown in Fig. 9 with measured values shown by Shiotani et al. (1978) . Both results are in fair agreement with each other. In this computation, 0.5 second, 600 seconds and 21.8m/sec are adopted as averaging time, sampling duration and mean wind velocity respectively.
The good agreement between them shows that the representations of both normarized cospectrum including decay factor and power spectrum are not irrelevant for the purpose of computing the lateral space correlation.
In order to obtain the rough estimates of lateral spectrum of vertical velocity, the above computed lateral space correlation applied to Eq. (1). The result is shown in Fig. 10 together where Nco*(n, *) is the cospectrum Co*(n, *) normarized by the power spectrum F*(n).
This cor- with the longitudinal space spectrum estimated from Eq. (24) with f*, max of 0.35 and q of 5/3 with aid of Taylor's hypothesis.
Busch's expression (24) with q of 5/3, consequently, corresponds to that given by Busch and Panofsky (1968) . The longitudinal space spectrum has a peak at wave number of 0.053m-1. The peak wave number of the lateral one is about 0.105m-1, that is, about twice as large as the longitudinal one, and it is about 60m in terms of wave length, which equal to about a quarter the length of that of longitudinal velocity. As the lateral space spectrum of vertical velocity presented here is estimated with insufficient number of the data, the result shown above is a rough estimate and also a tentative one, and more studies are needed in future with much more data.
SUPPLEMENT-Correlations of vertical velocities at Satoura observation site. Shiotani et al. (1978) reported some properties of the spatial structures of vertical velocity on the bases of the field data measured with sonic anemometers and Gill anemometers. These data were obtained at the height of 41.5m at Satoura under the conditions of high winds of sea trajectory. They showed the square root of coherence between vertical velocities of two points along lateral direction is expressed by the following; Coh*l/2 (n, *) =exp (-k*n*/U) Then, the estimates of decay factors k* varied in wide range from 8-30, and it seems that the decay factor is not constant but a function of separation.
In the present paper, the above data are reanalized and the cospectrum is adopted, which may be one of the most appropriate for spatial structures. The reason why the cospectrum is adopted is in the followings. The coherence is given by the sum of the square of cospectrum and the square of quadrature spectrum normarized by the square of power spectrum. When estimates of cospectrum and quadrature spectrum are small and also scatter over a wide range, the sum of the square of them are usually overestimated because both cospectrum and quadrature spectrum, are not necessarily either plus or minus quantity. Accordingly, estimates of coherence do not decay to zero at large value of n*/U.
The cospectrum normarized by power spectrum is better representation than the coherence in the case of the small mean value and wide scattering of estimates of cospectrum and quadrature spectrum. Fig. 11 shows cospectra of vertical velocity normarized by power spectrum. Normarized cospectrum may be roughly expressed by Eq. (22) in the case of the separations 12m and 23m. And then, after the manner in the longitudinal velocity, parameter k*' is approximately expressed by Eq. (23). This estimate is very rough as seen in Fig. 11 , and it will be necessary to make And, mainly basing on the above data, lateral space correlations are numerically computed after the manner in longitudinal velocity. Lateral space spectrum of vertical velocity is roughly estimated from the computed correlations, and has a peak at the wave number of 0.105m-1.
